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Abstract
Introduction Recommendations about clinical and pathologic diagnosis of dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) have been 
recently refined by the DLB Consortium. Substantial new information has been incorporated with increased diagnostic 
weighting given to molecular imaging biomarkers. The present work attempted to present a comprehensive evaluation of 
the role of molecular imaging in the frame of the revised DLB criteria.
Methods To this end, we briefly review the molecular imaging tools in the fourth Consensus report of the DLB Consortium, 
highlighting several indicative and supportive surrogate markers, including I-123 brain dopamine transporter (DaT), I-123 
mIBG cardiac norepinephrine transporter (NeT) and brain F-18 fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) imaging, as the main way to 
increase accuracy of ante-mortem diagnosis of probable or possible DLB.
Results Along with main neuropathological and clinical issues, we focus on the diagnostic performance and appropriate use 
of current available items included in the index by nuclear medicine physicians, namely a low DaT uptake, a low NeT expres-
sion in myocardial tissue, and reduced parieto-occipital metabolism on brain FDG-PET. Moreover, a critical summary of the 
current state of the art in pathological validation of other biomarkers including amyloid and tau-PET imaging is provided.
Discussion DLB Consortium clearly states that clinical diagnosis in clinical routine is suboptimal and gives more weight 
to molecular imaging biomarkers to offer a more objective information. Along with DaT, mIBG and FDG techniques, brain 
PET with more specific radiotracers could open a new scenario for an accurate evaluation of biomarkers involved in DLB.
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Introduction

It has been shown that dementia should not be considered 
as a “disease” but rather as a “syndrome” composed of 
signs and symptoms that can be caused by multiple dis-
eases [1], one of which is the dementia with Lewy bod-
ies (DLB) [2]. As well as for other dementias, such as 
Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) [3], during the last decade the 
traditional leanings of incorporating biomarkers into mod-
els of DLB began considering the “clinical core features” 
as main markers of the disease, and worked backward to 
relate such clinical features to “pathological findings from 
autoptic studies” to sustain such choice [1, 4]. However, 
increasing evidence clearly showed that the approach of 
moving mainly from the clinical features as markers of 
disease presented with several limitations [5]. Indeed, 
clinical core symptoms were reported to appear relatively 
late in the course of the disease and to overlap with clini-
cal symptoms of other dementing diseases, especially in 
the earlier stage, thus making difficult to distinguish DLB 
from other neurodegenerative dementias based on clini-
cal manifestations alone [6]. On the other hand, results of 
epidemiologic and clinical studies showed that DLB is the 
second commonest cause of neurodegenerative dementia, 
and that it progresses more rapidly than other dementing 
disorders, harboring a poor prognosis due to severe cogni-
tive impairment and parkinsonism [7]. For these reasons, 
the scientific community decided to renew the efforts to 
find out a way for a more accurate and early diagnosis. 
A subtle different approach was increasingly attempted 
where the pathophysiological changes detected by in vivo 
molecular imaging biomarkers may help defining the dis-
ease along with clinical core feature even in the early stage 
[1, 8]. Classifying DLB by in vivo biomarkers, indicative 
of pathophysiological changes, together with clinical core 
features, represents a profound shift in thinking. For many 
years, DLB was conceived only as a clinical-pathological 
construct where symptoms/signs defined the presence of 
the disease in living persons, and, therefore, the concepts 
of symptoms and disease became interchangeable [4]. 
Later on, DLB has become mainly a clinical-biomarker 
construct, where in vivo pathophysiological biomarkers, 
including molecular imaging, presented once again with 
limited diagnostic weight [9]. More recently, although the 
definition of DLB was not divorced from clinical symp-
toms, in vivo pathological biomarkers were more heav-
ily used to support a diagnosis of DLB in symptomatic 
individuals. Indeed, to increase the accuracy of ante-
mortem diagnosis, the DLB Consortium has refined its 
recommendations, updating the previous report, which 
has been in widespread use during the last decade [10]. 
Substantial new information has been incorporated about 

previously reported aspects of DLB, with increased diag-
nostic weighting given to molecular imaging biomarkers.

In the present paper, recommendations included in the 
fourth DLB Consortium consensus report have been dis-
cussed and their implications highlighted, emphasizing the 
role of molecular imaging in defining DLB on a biological 
ground. The diagnostic performance and appropriate use of 
current available items included in the index used by nuclear 
medicine physicians for the diagnosis of DLB, namely a 
low dopamine transporter (DaT) uptake in the basal gan-
glia, a low norepinephrine transporter (NeT) in sympathetic 
myocardial tissue and reduced occipital metabolism, have 
been discussed along with neuropathological and clinical 
concerns. The potential role of other biomarkers, including 
amyloid and tau-PET imaging to be recognized as diagnostic 
tools of DLB, has been also evaluated.

Neuropathology

DLB is pathologically characterized by Lewy bodies (LBs) 
and Lewy neurites (LNs) in the brainstem, limbic system, 
and neocortical areas. Classic LBs are intra-cytoplasmic 
eosinophilic neuronal inclusions that, in the pigmented 
brainstem neurons of substantia nigra and locus coeruleus, 
typically appear as dense, hyaline eosinophilic cores sur-
rounded by a less densely stained halo. Unlike classic brain-
stem, cortical LBs are not easily seen in routine hematoxy-
lin and eosin (H&E) stain, appearing as ill-defined, pale, 
slightly eosinophilic inclusions in the perikarya of layer V 
and VI pyramidal neurons. For this reason, cortical LBs 
have long been underreported until the advent of more 
modern techniques (anti-ubiquitin and, more recently, anti-
α-synuclein immunostaining) facilitating their identification. 
LNs represent a neuro-filament abnormality that is invisible 
using conventional H-E staining but is easily detectable by 
anti-ubiquitin or anti-α-synuclein immunostaining. They 
typically occur in the CA2–CA3 of the hippocampal for-
mation, the amygdala, the nucleus basalis of Meynert, the 
dorsal vagal nucleus and other brainstem nuclei, as well as in 
the peripheral autonomic nervous system. The main compo-
nent of LBs and LNs is an anomalous α-synuclein, which is 
phosphorylated, nitrated and truncated, has abnormal solu-
bility, prompts the production of oligomeric species, aggre-
gates into fibrils, and is ubiquitinated [11]. Although the 
presence of subcortical and cortical LBs is the only requisite 
for a pathologic diagnosis of DLB, further pathological con-
comitants can be LNs, regional neuronal loss—especially in 
the brainstem (substantia nigra and locus coeruleus) and in 
the forebrain (nucleus basalis of Meynert), microvacuolation 
(neuropil spongiform changes, not immunoreactive to prion 
protein), and AD changes. In this respect, while β-amyloid 
deposits in the form of diffuse and neuritic neocortical 
plaques are common and usually so numerous to fulfill both 
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NIA and CERAD criteria for AD (the Lewy body variant of 
Alzheimer disease, LBV), neocortical neurofibrillary tangles 
(NFT) are rare, occurring in no more than one-fifth of the 
cases. Furthermore, although neuritic plaques of both DLB 
and AD brains have thickened silver-positive dystrophic 
neurites surrounding an amyloid core, those of DLB brains 
do not usually contain AT8 immunoreactive hyperphospho-
rilated tau protein. Of note, only a minority of DLB subjects 
have no or negligible AD pathology (pure DLB) [12]. DLB 
and Parkinson’s disease (PD) with superimposed dementia 
(PDD) share similar pathologic characteristics. As a result, 
in the absence of clinical details, the pathologist who exam-
ines a brain with the aforementioned abnormalities, can 
hardly or not at all discern what was the disease in ques-
tion, whether DLB or PDD. The distinction between these 
two entities may sometimes be not so easy even when the 
diagnosis is based on clinical rather than pathologic grounds 
because, according to Consensus Criteria [10], a clinical 
diagnosis of DLB can apply not only to cases with dementia 
preceding the onset of parkinsonism, but also to cases with 
parkinsonism occurring concurrently or within 1 year before 
the onset of dementia (so called ‘one-year rule’). However, 
looking at groups rather than individual subjects, there is 
much greater concomitance of beta-amyloid deposits and 
neuritic plaques in DLB than PDD (probable or definite AD 
according to CERAD criteria, 87% vs 42%) [13]. Further-
more, compared to PDD, DLB subjects show less neuronal 
loss in the substantia nigra pars compacta, which explains 
their less severe parkinsonism, and less postsynaptic D2 
receptor upregulation, which explains their greater suscep-
tibility to side effects of antipsychotics. As for plaques in 
subjects with no cognitive impairment (“preclinical AD”), 
LBs have been observed in the substantia nigra and cerebral 
cortex of subjects who have never exhibited clinical parkin-
sonism or cognitive deterioration during life (incidental LB 
disease, ILBD). LNs in the peripheral autonomic nervous 
system are usually observed early in these neurologically 
unimpaired subjects but, relative to subjects with full-blown 
disease, more brain areas can be spared by LBs/LNs and less 
numerous LBs/LNs can be found in the brain areas involved. 
Additionally, tyrosine hydroxylase immunoreactivity in the 
striatum and epicardial nerve fibers is lower in subjects with 
incidental LBs than in those without (normal controls), but 
this reduction is not as much as that observed in subjects 
with PD, suggesting that ILBD is a preclinical form of LB 
disease and the absence of motor and cognitive symptoms 
is attributable to subthreshold pathology.

Cortical LB density has been correlated with sever-
ity of cognitive impairment, but whether the amount of 
α-synuclein pathology (i.e., LBs and LNs) in the cerebral 
cortex indeed is the major correlate of dementia in DLB is 
still a matter of controversy. Cholinergic and dopaminergic 
denervation of the neocortex also contributes to cognitive 

deficits in DLB [14], but deficits in neurotransmission are 
not restricted to dopaminergic and cholinergic systems. Syn-
aptic damage, likely related to toxic α-synuclein oligom-
ers and pore formation, occurs in the neocortex of DLB 
subjects, and is accompanied by abnormalities in neuro-
transmitter signaling in a way similar to that reported for 
other α-synucleinopathies. Additional molecular alterations 
converge in the pathogenesis of DLB, including impaired 
autophagy and ubiquitin–proteasome system of protein, as 
well as altered responses to protein misfolding. Prelimi-
nary studies have also shown that inflammation and oxida-
tive damage, involving protein, lipids, and DNA, as well 
as impairment in mitochondrial activity, in energy metabo-
lism, in purine metabolism, and in protein synthesis may be 
important factors in the pathogenesis of DLB.

Vascular pathology, including amyloid angiopathy, has 
also been demonstrated to be associated with DLB, contrib-
uting to severity of cognitive impairment [15].

Regarding evolution and distribution of pathologic altera-
tions in diseases with LBs, an α-synuclein staging scheme 
has been proposed by Braak and colleagues, who hypothe-
sized that α-synuclein in the form of Lewy body and neurite-
related pathology (LRP) first appears in the enteric nervous 
system, dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus nerve and the 
olfactory bulb [16]. However, this staging system is less 
suitable to DLB than PD. Its failure to classify a significant 
number of DLB cases has led to continuing debates about 
where LRP first appears and how it progresses, prompting 
alternative α-synuclein staging systems to be proposed for 
LRP propagation in DLB (see below).

In the 2005 revised diagnostic criteria for DLB [9], cases 
were stratified into brainstem-predominant, limbic and 
diffuse neocortical types, according to the extension and 
diffusion of LRP. Since previously proposed by Japanese 
investigators, this classification was not novel, but it was 
recognized for the first time that the likelihood of occur-
rence of the typical clinical DLB syndrome was positively 
related to the extent of Lewy body pathology (diffuse neo-
cortical > limbic predominant > brainstem) and negatively 
related to the presence/severity of Alzheimer neurofibrillary 
pathology, explaining why several DLB cases can clinically 
be missed and mostly diagnosed as having pure AD. Even 
increased neuritic plaque density makes the typical DLB 
syndrome less likely to occur, while beta-amyloid load has 
no effect [17] (Table 1). It may be that the “masked” clinical 
phenotype of DLB cases with coincident AD pathology is 
attributable to a different pattern of LRP propagation and 
distribution than that of pure DLB cases [18] and, in par-
ticular, to a negligible involvement of brainstem (thereby 
explaining the absence of parkinsonism) and extracranial 
districts (autonomic nerves) (Table 2). Of note, because 
cases with LRP restricted to the amygdala are common in 
both familiar and sporadic AD, and are unlikely to express 
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the core features typical of DLB, they are not labeled as 
DLB by pathologists.

Functional imaging using brain PET with more specific 
radiotracers could open a new scenario for an accurate evalu-
ation of biomarkers involved in neurodegenerative diseases, 
including DLB. Mirroring the findings of pathologic studies 

which, as noted above, show the common concomitance of 
AD plaque changes, PET with amyloid tracers is often posi-
tive in subjects with DLB. Studies with tau tracers are so far 
much fewer but, in light of pathologic studies showing only 
occasional presence of neurofibrillary tangles in the neocor-
tex (20% of the cases), a negative neocortical uptake should 

Table 1  Assessment of the likelihood that the pathologic findings are associated with a DLB clinical syndrome—Alzheimer neurofibrillary/neu-
ritic type pathology

Beta-amyloid load has no effect on the likelihood of occurrence of the DLB clinical syndrome
DLB dementia with Lewy bodies, NIA National Institute on Aging; CERAD neuritic plaque scores: 0 no neuritic plaques, A sparse neuritic 
plaques, B moderate neuritic plaques; C frequent neuritic plaques

NIA-Reagan low (Braak stage 
0–II) CERAD neuritic plaque 
score 0

NIA-Reagan intermediate (Braak stage 
III–IV) CERAD neuritic plaque score A

NIA-Reagan high (Braak stage V–
VI) CERAD neuritic plaque score 
B-C

Lewy body-type pathology
 Brainstem-predominant Low Low Low
 Limbic (transitional) High Intermediate Low
 Diffuse neocortical High High Intermediate

Table 2  Scheme of hypothetical 
progression pathway for Lewy 
body diseases

Neocortical

Brainstem

LBV LBV Pure DLB
PD/PDD

Peripheral autonomic 
nervous system

LBV

LBV

Limbic

LBV 
AD (LB)

Pure DLB
PD

Amygdala Brainstem

LBV
AD(LB)

Pure DLB
PD

Pure DLB
PD

Olfactory bulb Peripheral autonomic 
nervous system

LBV Lewy body variant of Alzheimer disease (common form of Dementia with Lewy bodies, pure DLB 
pure dementia with Lewy bodies (less usual form of Dementia with Lewy bodies), PD Parkinson disease, 
AD (LB) Alzheimer disease and Lewy bodies (but insufficient to meet criteria for DLB)
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contribute to favor a diagnosis of DLB over AD. Conversely, 
a positive neocortical uptake is not necessarily more in favor 
of an AD than a DLB diagnosis, as shown in a recent study 
[19] in which  [18F]-AV-1451 uptake was observed in the 
inferior temporal gyrus and precuneus of many DLB sub-
jects. Interestingly, these cortical tau aggregates were associ-
ated with severity of cognitive impairment and were present 
even in those DLB subjects without elevated amyloid levels.

Clinical hallmarks

The clinical diagnosis of DLB can be a challenge in the 
memory clinics, particularly in small clinical centers where 
the most recent diagnostic techniques have not been imple-
mented yet [20]. This derives from the overlap of some signs 
and symptoms with those of other dementing conditions, 
including mainly AD, frontotemporal lobe degeneration 
(FTLD), and vascular cognitive impairment (VCI). Indeed, 
clinical tools (including neurological examination and neu-
ropsychological assessment) are poorly sensitive ranging 
from 62 to 50% when evaluating a mixed pool of patients 
with DLB, AD or PD [21, 22]. A “wait and see” approach 
cannot be accepted for diagnosis confirmation and in the 
last 2 decades the diagnostic criteria have been repeat-
edly revised, including both clinical signs/symptoms and 
biomarkers.

The 2017 criteria [10] have introduced relevant novel-
ties among categories and core symptoms of DLB. Indeed, 
if a patient with dementia presents two clinical core fea-
tures, then the diagnosis is probable DLB, irrespective of 
biomarker availability. If instead the patient presents only 
one clinical core feature, then at least one positive biomarker 
is required among indicative ones to allow a diagnosis of 
probable DLB. Possible DLB is defined by an isolated 

clinical core feature or an isolated indicative biomarker. In 
no case, the diagnosis of probable DLB can be made based 
on biomarkers only. Besides, among the classical clini-
cal core symptoms a new entry has been added: the REM 
sleep behavior disorder (RBD), highly specific for alpha-
synucleinopathies, i.e., DLB, PDD, and multisystem atro-
phy (MSA) [23, 24]. However, it can be ascertained only 
by means of polysomnography (PSG) that is costly and not 
available in all centers. Instead, ‘probable’ RBD is defined 
on clinical grounds. Its detection is increased using ad-hoc 
questionnaires, such as the Mayo sleep questionnaire [25] 
that has been PSG-validated and can be easily administered 
in a clinical setting. Briefly, what happens is that the physi-
ological muscular atony during the REM sleep stage, that 
prevents the subject moves during dreams, is partially lost 
in DLB patients that ‘act’ their dreams. This can result in 
harmful behavior both to the patients and to the bed partner.

Other clinical signs/symptoms in the patient history or 
physical examination may be helpful and should be care-
fully checked; they are listed among the ‘supportive’ clinical 
symptoms. Far from being of ‘limited’ relevance, they are 
often almost important as the ‘core’ symptoms, especially 
when they are present in combination and the core features 
are few or uncertain. Severe sensitivity to neuroleptics [26], 
orthostatic hypotension, constipation and hyposmia are not 
specific for DLB but when they are both found together with 
other symptoms can be of great help to address the diagno-
sis. Hyposmia should be measured using tests available on 
the market [27, 28] and not merely asked for, because it has 
been shown that the report of patients and relatives is often 
inaccurate.

Other signs/symptoms can be checked in the McKeith 
et al. [10] paper and are summarized in Table 3. If only one 
core symptom is present then there is need of a positive 

Table 3  Key points for the nuclear medicine physician in clinical routine setting

Patient with cognitive impairment and at least one of the following 
items

Simple signs/symptoms that can be assessed and reinforce the clinical 
suspect of DLB

Structured VH referred by the relatives and often uncriticized by the 
patient

Mainly axial hypokinetic-rigid, symmetric spontaneous parkinsonism
Drop of attention during the clinical interview; circadian fluctuations 

referred by the relatives
Bed-partner referral of patient ‘acting’ his/her dreams, shouting, fall-

ing from the bed while sleeping

Measure blood pressure in sitting position and then after 3 min of stand-
ing: a drop > 20 mmHg in systolic BP and > 10 mmHg in diastolic BP 
stands for OH (consider that anti-hypertensive agents and diabetes can 
cause OH)

Ask the patient and the relatives if he/she has impaired smell; test it, if 
possible, with a standardized test, otherwise with home-made meas-
ures (coffee, alcohol, perfume…)

Ask the patient if he/she suffer from chronic constipation and/or urinary 
incontinence

Ask the relatives if there are hallucinations other than VH, mainly audi-
tory hallucinations

Investigate whether the patient falls during the past year
investigate whether the patient has become very rigid after receiving 

neuroleptics (typically haloperidol) to control hallucinations or agita-
tion

Try to understand whether the patient is depressed, apathetic or anxious
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indicative biomarker. Clinical differential diagnosis includes 
mainly AD, PD, VCI, and behavioral variant FTLD (bv-
FTLD). Just to summarize the most common situations, 
visual hallucinations (VH) and parkinsonian signs may be 
expressed by AD patients, often in a more advanced stage 
than in DLB, but substantial overlap occurs. Parkinsonian 
signs can be found both in bv-FTLD and VCI, and attention 
fluctuations in VCI. Fluctuations deserve an ad-hoc com-
ment as they can be appreciated by an expert but may be 
difficult to assess by a less experienced physician. For this 
purpose, the interview with an informant is of great help in 
identifying periods during the day of sleepiness, drowsiness, 
and motor stops, better if quantified through a formal and 
simple scale, such as the Clinicians Assessment of Fluctua-
tion [29].

As for neuropsychological characteristics, it is manda-
tory that a patient with suspected DLB and mild dementia 
undergoes a detailed neuropsychological test battery with 
special attention to visuospatial abilities and executive 
functions that are typically impaired. Also, verbal episodic 
memory, language and abstract reasoning must be assessed 
to guide the differential diagnosis with the other diseases. 
In moderate-to-severe dementia, detailed neuropsychologi-
cal assessment is often unfeasible or simply unhelpful since 
all forms tend to overlap one another. However, even in 
neuropsychological tests some overlap exists with the other 
most common dementing conditions. Executive dysfunction 
is frequent also in VCI and bv-FTLD whereas visuospatial 
impairment becomes common also in AD as severity of 
dementia increase. Moreover, severe verbal memory impair-
ment in delayed recall is typical of AD, but may also present 
in DLB. This is why the clinical approach to the patient 
with DLB is so misleading and why there is often the need 
of diagnosis confirmation through biomarkers. Fortunately, 
MRI is of great help in defining VCI, and some behavioral 
disorders, such as disinhibition and voracity for sweets, are 
typical of bv-FTLD. Another issue is the overlap between 
DLB and PD. Both these diseases are LBs and alpha-synu-
clein pathologies and, as such, they share the majority of 
signs and symptoms. PD more often has an asymmetric 
motor presentation, sometimes with prevalent resting tremor, 
whereas parkinsonism in DLB is more often akinetic-rigid, 
axial, and symmetrical. VH are typical of DLB but can 
be present in PD dementia, and nowadays the presence of 
dementia is no longer an exclusion criterion for the diagnosis 
of PD at presentation [30]. At the earliest stages, it has been 
suggested that the two entities cannot be distinguished and 
more meaningfully we should talk about Lewy body disease 
(LBD), while the follow-up can clarify the clinical trajecto-
ries, if toward full-blown DLB or PD [31]. That said, when 
the clinical presentation is clear enough then the probability 
that a biomarker confirms the diagnosis is very high, that is, 
the clinical picture has a specificity approaching 90% [32]. 

On the other hand, DLB can still be present and the clinical 
picture be uncertain which is the most dangerous condition 
because if the clinician does not suspect DLB, neither he/
she will ask for biomarker confirmation. This is particularly 
true when the only core clinical symptom is not immediately 
evident, as in the case of RBD and attention fluctuation. In 
summary, the sensitivity of clinical diagnosis is as poor as 
about 60% [32].

A final but non-trivial issue is the definition of patients 
with a characteristic DLB presentation who are not 
demented yet, i.e., patients with prodromal DLB or Mild 
Cognitive impairment (MCI) due to LBD. Based on diag-
nostic criteria for DLB, dementia is by definition an essential 
requirement for DLB diagnosis, while criteria for prodro-
mal DLB, albeit in preparation, are not yet available. This 
means that the diagnosis of DLB in pre-dementia stages can 
currently be hypothesized, but not made with the help of a 
formal support.

In summary, the diagnostic evaluation of a potential 
patient with DLB requires careful interview with the rela-
tives, the partner (to ascertain RBD), the patient (to pick-up 
supportive symptoms such as constipation and hyposmia), 
and clinical examination to disclose OH and parkinsonism. 
If DLB is suspected, then we recommend diagnostic con-
firmation with indicative biomarker even when more than 
one core clinical feature is present, unless we are manag-
ing a very old and comorbid patient (i.e., older than 85). 
Confirming the diagnosis is crucial for prognostic purposes 
since DLB has generally a more aggressive course than AD, 
PD and VCI, and similar to bv-FTLD, but even more to for 
therapeutic choices, such as acetylcholinesterase inhibitors, 
that have often good symptomatic effects while typical neu-
roleptics must be avoided (trazodone, quetiapine and clozap-
ine being the most used drugs) [33].

Imaging biomarkers of DLB

The diagnostic biomarkers have been classified as indicative 
and supportive [10]. We will briefly describe, in this para-
graph, the role of nuclear medicine indicative (123I-Ioflupane 
as a marker of DaT, and 123I-metaiodobenzylguanidine, 
mIBG, cardiac uptake as a marker of the NeT) and support-
ive (FDG-PET) features.

Dopamine transporter tracers

The Society of Nuclear Medicine (SNM) practice guidelines 
for DaT imaging (dated 2011) and the European Associa-
tion of Nuclear Medicine (EANM) procedure guidelines for 
brain neurotransmission SPECT (dated 2010) stated only 
briefly that N-ω-fluoropropyl-2β-carbomethoxy-3β-(4-I-123 
iodophenyl) nortropane (123I-Ioflupane, or 123I-FP-CIT) 
could be used as a support to differentiate DLB from other 
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types of dementias, mainly AD. On the other hand, results 
of imaging studies performed during the last 20 years have 
clearly highlighted the diagnostic potential of such molecu-
lar imaging tool to reveal in vivo degeneration of the nigros-
triatal dopamine pathway in patients with DLB. Preliminary 
results of DaT imaging studies performed during the 90s up 
to results of those performed in the last 2 decades [34–48] 
have provided increasing evidence that its diagnostic accu-
racy is high enough to be clinically useful in distinguishing 
DLB from other types of dementias, especially AD. Indeed, 
a systematic meta-analysis on DLB diagnostic accuracy of 
presynaptic dopaminergic imaging with 123I-FP-CIT showed 
a diagnostic sensitivity of 86.5% and specificity of 93.6% 
in differentiating between subjects with DLB and AD [49]. 
Moreover, the Cochrane’s review [50] suggested that such a 
diagnostic potential could be even higher if a semi-quanti-
tative rating of 123I-FP-CIT SPECT scans instead of visual 
analysis is used. Accordingly, pooled results of imaging 
studies (~ 150 pts) using semi-quantitative approach revealed 
that sensitivity can rise up to 100%. The authors concluded 
that DaT imaging is more accurate than clinical diagnosis 
and that clinical diagnosis is unsuitable to be used as a refer-
ence standard for assessing the accuracy of DaT imaging for 
the diagnosis of DLB [50, 51].

However, uncertainty remains in the differential diagnosis 
between DLB and dementia types other than AD, especially 
the behavioral variant of frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD), 
and between DLB and either PD or other degenerative par-
kinsonisms. As regards to the differentiation between DLB 
and other dementia types, diagnostic accuracy has in fact 
been particularly high when the comparison with DLB 
patients was limited to AD patients with no or negligible 
parkinsonism, but a drop in specificity was noted when the 
non-DLB control group included or was restricted to patients 
with bvFTD having variable degrees of parkinsonism. With 
respect to the distinction between DLB and PD or atypical 
parkinsonisms, one of the most cited studies to this regard 
shows that DaT loss in DLB is of similar magnitude as in 
PD and that 123I-FP-CIT SPECT provided good separa-
tion between patients with a LB disease and AD (region of 
interest: sensitivity 78%; specificity 94%; positive predic-
tive value 90%) but not among subjects with DLB, PD, and 
PDD [52]. Furthermore, imaging results should be carefully 
related to clinical presentation because about 30% of patients 
with FTLD have shown a positive DaT imaging [53]. On the 
other hand, it should be noted that a negative DaT imaging 
will not exclude a DLB if the clinical presentation is con-
sistent, because a small number of patients may disclose 
cortical and limbic pathology but not nigrostriatal involve-
ment that eventually might follow after some time. Finally, 
we point out that when directly comparing 18F-Fluorodopa 
(18F-DOPA) PET and 123I-FP-CIT SPECT, Eshuis et al. 
reported very similar accuracies [54].

123I‑mIBG myocardial uptake

The mIBG radioligand is a non-invasive method to evalu-
ate in vivo postganglionic presynaptic cardiac sympathetic 
innervation. Results of several studies have clearly dem-
onstrated the diagnostic potential of mIBG imaging to 
detect in vivo the impairment of myocardial adrenergic 
system in patients with DLB [55–58]. For these reasons, 
myocardial mIBG imaging has been recently up-graded 
as an indicative biomarker of DLB [10]. Indeed, in about 
2680 subjects from 46 studies, King AE et al. demon-
strated 94% sensitivity and 91% specificity for the diag-
nosis of LB-related disorders, including DLB [59]. Con-
cerning the role of mIBG in clinical setting with respect 
to DaT imaging, the former has been firstly suggested 
as an alternative to FP-CIT SPECT in the diagnosis of 
DLB as compared to other dementias [60]. More recently, 
results of imaging studies evaluating the usefulness of 
DaT-SPECT and mIBG cardiac scintigraphy in patients 
with suspected DLB have suggested a complementary 
role of the two tools [61]. In one study, it has been shown 
that DaT-SPECT differentiates DLB from AD better than 
mIBG scintigraphy, due to its higher sensitivity. On the 
other hand, mIBG scintigraphy seemed to exclude DLB 
better than DaT-SPECT, due to its higher specificity [62, 
63]. When parkinsonism is the only clinical “core feature”, 
it has been shown that mIBG imaging is more specific than 
DaT-SPECT for excluding non-DLB dementias [64, 65]. 
For instance, a recent study evaluating the role of DaT-
SPECT and mIBG cardiac scintigraphy in uncertain par-
kinsonian conditions associated to cerebrovascular lesions 
has shown that when vascular lesions in striatal nuclei 
and in white matter occur, DaT-SPECT alone is not able 
to discriminate between vascular and degenerative par-
kinsonism, while it is possible to achieve the most appro-
priate diagnosis using mIBG cardiac scintigraphy [61]. 
Importantly, it has been shown that cardiac sympathetic 
function in DLB is severely impaired even in the early 
stages [66] and that mIBG scintigraphy is able to reveal 
such dysfunction [67–70]. With this respect, it is to high-
light that mIBG scintigraphy should be employed using 
a semi-quantitative approach. Indeed, semi-quantitative 
measurements of myocardial mIBG uptake can be derived 
including early and late heart-to-mediastinum (H/M) ratio 
(HMR) and mIBG washout. Manually defined regions of 
interest (ROIs) on planar images are conventionally used 
to compute myocardial uptake parameters [71] while HMR 
reflects the mIBG uptake in nerve terminals, washout rate 
indicates their integrity—neuronal retention. The diagno-
sis of DLB has been shown to be associated with a sig-
nificant decrease of H/M ratio compared with that of AD 
or parkinsonism including PD, especially using the late 
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images. Nevertheless, it is to be noted that the lack of a 
shared quantification procedure causes differences in cut-
off values among centers [72], as H/M ratios are mostly 
determined on ROIs that may differ in size and shape 
and by the use of different collimators (low or medium 
energy), explaining the cutoff variability reported in the 
literature. Furthermore, it has also been shown that the use 
of a two-dimensional planar imaging instead of SPECT 
acquisition protocol presents further potential limitations 
that may decrease the accuracy of procedure including the 
impossibility to disentangle the un-specific lung uptake 
from the specific cardiac uptake. With this respect, it has 
been shown that SPECT/CT hybrid systems may have the 
potential to improve ROI localization and thus the accu-
racy of mIBG semi-quantitative scintigraphy [73]. Finally, 
values of H/M ratios may decrease during pathological 
(e.g., various cardiovascular morbidities, latent cardiac 
disorder and medications, which may damage the postgan-
glionic sympathetic neurons) or physiological conditions 
(e.g., age and show gender-specific variations), possibly 
leading to false-positive findings [74].

F‑FDG‑PET

FDG-PET was reported to be useful to distinguish DLB 
from AD by showing a severe reduction in glucose metab-
olism in the occipital cortex, besides variable degrees of 
hypometabolism in parieto-temporal and frontal association 
cortex which may be shared by AD as well [75]. Indeed, 
involvement of association occipital cortex is evident mainly 
in DLB patients. The occipital hypometabolism could be 
associated with visual cortex neuropathology, as reported in 
a small autopsy-confirmed sample of DLB patients [76, 77]. 
The authors reported several findings including: (1) a meta-
bolic ratio of 0.92 in the visual associative cortex toward 
whole brain uptake allowed to distinguish DLB from AD 
with very high sensitivity and specificity; (2) the regional 
metabolic changes in each brain region generally paralleled 
the severity of the spongiform changes; and (3) the occipital 
hypometabolism preceded some clinical features, reflecting 
the worse visuospatial and visual-constructive deficits. The 
reason for occipital hypometabolism is not clear and two 
hypotheses have been postulated: (1) dopaminergic abnor-
malities in the visual pathway before the occipital lobe ter-
minal; and (2) lower activity of choline acetyltransferase 
secondary to the neurodegenerative processes in the basal 
nucleus of Meynert or other cholinergic nuclei in the brain-
stem, preferentially involving neurons projecting to the 
occipital lobe [78]. This selective deafferentation may con-
tribute to the occipital hypometabolism suggesting that it is 
not related to brain tissue loss (a hypothesis supported by 
the lack of atrophy at MR) but to disruption of intra-cortical 

connections [79]. Another characteristic sign of DLB is the 
relatively preserved glucose metabolism in the posterior 
cingulate area when compared to precuneus and cuneus, 
the so called “cingulate island sign” (CIS), as reported in 
FDG-PET semi-quantitative analysis [78, 80]. This sign has 
a higher specificity (100%) compared to occipital hypome-
tabolism, could be related to visual hallucinations, improves 
with acetylcholinesterase inhibitor treatment, and correlates 
inversely with neurofibrillary tangle pathology [80, 81]. The 
CIS was not associated with amyloid-ß (Aß) load on Pitts-
burgh compound B (PiB) PET and is thought to be related 
to impaired cholinergic transmission or synaptic dysfunc-
tion associated with alpha-synuclein; in addition, the CIS 
predicts a lower Braak neurofibrillary tangle stage [81]. A 
large number of DLB patients have, however, coexisting AD 
pathology. The recognition of the degree of AD pathology 
in DLB patients is important because imaging biomarkers of 
coexisting AD pathology predict a worse cognitive decline 
[82, 83], treatment response to acetylcholinesterase inhibi-
tors in DLB patients and may also be a predictor of poor 
survival [81]. Therefore, the CIS on FDG-PET may be used 
in the differential diagnosis of DLB while Aß-PET might 
give more information on prognosis. However, despite the 
preliminary results of FDG-PET seems promising, there is 
not yet a proven enough accuracy for it be considered as an 
indicative biomarker in the new criteria [4, 10].

Other imaging biomarkers

Alpha-synuclein deposition in LBs is the core neuropatho-
logical feature of DLB but Aβ and tau co-pathologies are 
commonly reported in most patients’ post-mortem. The suc-
cessful development of PET radioligands to image fibrillar 
Aβ has allowed to investigate in vivo cerebral amyloidopathy 
in DLB while the recent development of PET tracers selec-
tive for tau, although much more complex and still at an 
exploratory research stage, provided the preliminary results 
of tau load in DLB. No suitable PET tracers for alpha-
synuclein imaging is currently available but new tracers are 
emerging that might be tested in future studies.

Amyloid imaging

Cerebral amyloid burden in DLB has been widely studied 
in vivo with PET during the last 10 years, mostly using 
11C-PIB. Increased cortical 11C-PIB uptake was commonly 
reported in DLB patients as compared to PDD, PD (indepen-
dently of their cognitive status), and controls in the similar 
range or slightly lower than in AD [84]. Elevated cortical 
11C-PIB retention in DLB ranged between 50% and 100% 
of patients in most part of studies although in some reports 
it was less frequently observed (20–44%) [19, 85]. Although 
in PDD, Aβ accumulation is less frequent and milder than 
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in DLB, a finding supported by post-mortem data (44), 
increased cortical amyloid binding in the range of DLB and 
AD has been reported in a minority of PDD patients [86], 
thus limiting the possibility of differentiating the two groups. 
In non-demented PD patients, the rate of positive amyloid 
scans is usually low although longitudinal studies suggested 
that the progression to cognitive impairment and dementia is 
faster in those with higher amyloid burden [86]. The regional 
distribution of increased 11C-PIB binding targeted cortical 
association areas, including the precuneus and cingulate, a 
pattern similar to that observed in AD [87] making it diffi-
cult to differentiate the two diseases. In some reports, how-
ever, occipital PIB retention was found to be higher in DLB 
as compared to AD [88] corresponding, in some cases, to 
reduced FDG uptake in the same areas [84], but these find-
ings were not confirmed by others [89]. Comparable results 
were observed in few studies using 18F-florbetaben [84, 90] 
or 18F-Florbetapir [86]. In 11C-PIB-positive DLB and PDD 
patients, increased cortical 11C-PIB retention was associated 
to the presence of the APOE4 allele, lower MMSE scores, 
and low levels of CSF Aβ-42 [87]. Moreover, a higher cor-
tical amyloid burden in DLB may influence the timing of 
dementia onset with respect to motor symptoms [86]. In a 
recent review, a role of striatal amyloidopathy in cognitive 
impairment of DLB has been suggested while inconsistent 
correlation between amyloid deposition and cognitive func-
tions was reported [91].

Overall, the results of the amyloid PET studies in DLB 
are heterogeneous and show a certain variability although 
increased cortical amyloid load is more frequently observed 
in DLB than PDD and cognitively affected PD and might 
contribute to dementia. The finding of relatively low amyloid 
rate in PD patients with cognitive impairment is intriguing 
and different from that observed in AD raising the question 
of different contribution of amyloid load in the future devel-
opment of dementia in DLB and AD or possible protective 
role of alpha-synuclein.

The heterogeneity of neuropathological processes 
involved in DLB, the complexity of clinical classification 
of DLB and PDD that shared similar neuropathological and 
clinical findings, differences in patients’s age and disease 
duration might explain only in part some discordant results. 
A recruitment bias has been also suggested to explain the 
wide range of positive amyloid scan observed at an individ-
ual level in DLB due to possibly higher inclusion of positive 
amyloid patients by dementia centers than movement disor-
ders clinics [85]. The interpretation of these results is, how-
ever, hampered by other important limitations: (1) the small 
simple size of patients included and (2) the heterogeneity of 
methodologies used across studies. Most part of studies were 
limited to 3–14 DLB patients and only few studies included 
between 18 and 21 patients [85]. Concerning the method-
ologies, visual binary classification, static semi-quantitative 

SUVR and dynamic quantitative DVR using mostly the cer-
ebellum as reference region were differently used to provide 
an estimation of individual as well as mean changes in amy-
loid load. Although in most studies VOIs and voxel-based 
analysis were used for characterizing the regional pattern 
of increased amyloid load, in most studies a global corti-
cal mean value was reported for assessing the significant 
increase of amyloid binding. In addition, these global cor-
tical values were obtained by averaging different cortical 
regions and the majority of studies did not include occipital 
cortex, a region reported to be differently involved in DLB 
and AD. Larger, prospective future homogeneous studies in 
terms of patient’s inclusion and standardization of methods 
for data acquisition and analysis of spatio-temporal distribu-
tion of new fluorinated amyloid tracers are needed to clarify 
the role of amyloid in DLB with respect to differential diag-
nosis with AD and PDD and patient’s classification for novel 
anti-amyloid interventions.

Tau imaging

The 18F-flortaucipir, also named 18F-AV-1451, has been one 
among the most used tau-PET, although its specificity to 
Tau deposition is somewhat hampered by aspecific bind-
ing to other brain structures, such as the choroid plexus. 
In a preliminary study, both cortical 18F-AV-1451 uptake 
and 11C-PIB retention were studied in 7 DLB, 8 cognitively 
impaired PD and 9 cognitively unimpaired PD patients. 
Increased 18F-AV-1451 binding, lower in magnitude and 
extent than that observed in AD, was found in DLB and PD-
cognitively impaired patients as compared to low-amyloid 
controls, although it was highly variable [19]. The topogra-
phy of abnormal 18F-AV-1451 binding was similar to that 
observed in AD and was associated in the inferior tempo-
ral gyrus and precuneus with increased cognitive impair-
ment. Interestingly, increased 18F-AV-1451 binding was not 
always associated with elevated amyloid retention differently 
from what observed in AD patients. In a subsequent study 
[92] performed in a larger group of patients (19 DLB) and 
including also 19 AD and 95 controls, significant increased 
AV-1451 uptake was found in DLB as compared to controls 
whose magnitude was significantly lower than in AD group. 
Higher involvement of medial temporal cortex in AD and 
higher involvement of inferior and medial occipital cortex 
and sensory-motor cortex in DLB allowed differentiating 
the two diseases. Similarly, significantly elevated 18F-AV-
1451 binding in the occipital, parieto-temporal and primary 
sensory-cortices was found but only in amyloid-positive 
DLB patients as compared to controls [90]. These findings 
are different from those of Gomperts et al. [19] and suggest 
that the 18F-AV-1451 binding in DLB has distinct patterns 
from AD and that amyloid burden plays an important role in 
neocortical tau accumulation. As for amyloid deposition in 
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DLB, tau pathology detected using 18F-AV-1451 is uncom-
mon in PD patients even when mild cognitive impairment is 
present [93]. Future studies in larger series of patients using 
more suitable and selective second-generation tau tracers are 
required to further confirm these data.

Tracers for neuroinflammation

Along with established milestones for functional imaging in 
DLB including radioligands for DaT or NeT transporters and 
glucose consumption, potential new targets have been inves-
tigated, such as neuroinflammation. Neuroinflammation is a 
multifunctional process involving complex pathways includ-
ing oxidative stress and microglia activation. In response to 
insults it has been shown that microglia change from resting 
to an activated state potentially causing a cerebral damage 
due to an autoimmune reaction. For this reason, the in vivo 
detection of activated microglia may be used as surrogate 
marker of neural damage [94]. The most PET studies explor-
ing neuroinflammatory processes involve the use of trac-
ers binding specifically to a protein called TSPO, which is 
expressed on the activated microglia. The [N-methyl-11C]-
(R)-1-(2-chlorophenyl)-N-(1-methyl-propyl)-3-isoquinoline-
carboxamide (11C-PK11195) is the most commonly studied 
in vivo marker of neuroinflammation with a relative worthy 
cellular selectivity, allowing the measurement of increased 
TSPO with activated microglia and infiltrating macrophages 
with high affinity (human Kd 2 nM) [95]. Although the sig-
nificance of neuroinflammation in DLB is still far to be com-
pletely known, the use of PK11195 in patients with DLB 
have shown an increased radioligand binding consistent 
with microglia activation possibly induced by α-synuclein 
in brain regions known to be affected by disease. Beside, 
radioligand-binding potential was found to present a posi-
tive correlation with cognitive performance and a negative 
correlation with disease duration, suggesting that microglial 
activation could be elevated mainly in the early disease and 
that the potential immunotherapeutic window is narrow and 
early in DLB [96, 97]. Even if this tracer could improve our 
knowledge in the pathophysiology of neuro-degeneration, its 
application in the clinical setting is hampered by several lim-
itations, mostly related to the poor signal-to-noise ratio, the 
low permeability, 11C labeling, the high level of nonspecific 
binding and genetic polymorphism in the TSPO affecting the 
binding affinity properties of most of PET TSPO radiophar-
maceuticals. More recently, other tracers have been proposed 
including molecules able to label subtype 2 cyclooxygenase, 
metalloproteinases, cannabinoid receptor type 2 and nitric 
oxide synthase to identify whether the nature and extent 
of microglial activation in DLB can be linked to structural 
changes, progression of domain-specific cognitive symp-
toms and peripheral inflammation as a marker of central 
microglial pathology. Answer to these questions will enable 

the evaluation of immunotherapies as potential therapeutic 
options for prevention or treatment of DLB [94].

Other biomarkers (RSWA, EEG, MRI, CSF, 
and genetics)

RSWA is the neurophysiologic substrate of RBD, and it is 
especially useful to corroborate an RBD diagnosis espe-
cially when RBD mimickers (including nightmares, sleep 
terrors, nocturnal seizures, and obstructive sleep apnea) are 
suspected and need to be excluded. RSWA in the absence 
of overt RBD may, however, be present as an isolated, inci-
dental finding during PSG performed for other reasons. This 
finding should prompt clinicians to obtain further informa-
tion from the patient and his/her bed partner, since up to 
50% of patients with idiopathic RBD may be unaware of 
their dream-enacting behavior. The significance and natural 
history of isolated RSWA needs to be further elucidated to 
clarify its role as a possible specific biomarker of underlying 
synucleinopathy. In this respect, it should be highlighted that 
RSWA can incidentally be found in patients taking antide-
pressant drugs and that even normal individuals may have 
short bursts of abnormal phasic or tonic muscle activity 
during REM sleep, an observation that led the American 
Academy of Sleep Medicine to suggest formal diagnostic 
standards for RSWA scoring during PSG [98]. Despite these 
caveats, there is already some evidence for isolated RSWA 
being considered a biomarker for underlying synucleinopa-
thy, including greater conversion risk to idiopathic RBD and 
association with other possible biomarkers of prodromal LB 
disease, such as hyposmia. Isolated RSWA has also been 
reported in MCI patients without clinical RBD.

Among the advantages of electroencephalography (EEG), 
which indirectly measures synaptic integrity, are wide avail-
ability, lack of invasiveness, and low cost. Although both 
visual and spectral analysis should be taken into account 
when interpreting EEG data, the latter is considered more 
specific. The main DLB features identifiable by visual EEG 
analysis are reduced reactivity of background activity and 
pronounced slow-wave paroxysmal activity, including fron-
tal intermittent rhythmic delta activity. When analyzing 
EEG quantitatively (qEEG), DLB has been associated with 
increased power in theta and delta frequency bands, a low 
dominant frequency and a high dominant frequency vari-
ability, with a diagnostic accuracy for DLB usually greater 
than 85% in studies comparing DLB with AD subjects [99]. 
The technique may also be useful in identifying DLB in 
its pre-dementia stage [100]. However, since the presence 
of the aforementioned abnormalities tightly correlates with 
fluctuations, whether DLB subjects with no or negligible 
fluctuating course exhibit such a distinctive EEG pattern 
remains less clear.
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MRI is commonly performed in demented patients and 
it is often the first available biomarker in clinical routine. 
Although its diagnostic utility is reported to be mainly 
related to its exclusionary role of secondary causes of 
dementia, MRI is also extensively used for evaluation of 
gray matter atrophy in several neurodegenerative demen-
tias. In case of DLB, there is evidence that the estimate of 
severity of medial temporal lobe (MTL) atrophy and of cer-
ebrovascular disease may serve to differentiate DLB from 
AD and vascular dementia, respectively [101]. Indeed, it 
has been shown that the topographic pattern of atrophy in 
DLB is usually characterized by global gray matter atrophy 
including temporal, parietal, frontal and insular cortices with 
a relatively specific preservation of the MTL [101, 102] and 
that such less MTL atrophy in DLB than AD subjects has 
a robust discriminatory power for distinguishing between 
these two types of dementia (sensitivity of 91% and speci-
ficity of 94%) [101, 103]. For these reasons, the relative 
preservation of MTL volumes on MRI has been included as 
a biomarker supportive of clinical diagnosis in the recently 
revised criteria for DLB [5, 10, 101]. However, such a 
remarkable discrimination potential has been achieved with 
quantitative analysis tools. The accuracy of MRI in discrimi-
nating DLB from other types of dementias (especially AD) 
in clinical practice remains poor because it still relies on 
image visual analysis. With visual analysis, a sensitivity 
of 64% and a specificity of 82% have been reported in the 
distinction between AD and DLB while higher values have 
been obtained in the differential diagnosis with frontotempo-
ral dementia (FTD) with a sensitivity of 93% and a specific-
ity of 89% [104]. Furthermore, along with pure DLB, results 
of autopsy-confirmed cohorts have shown that MTL atrophy 
can be found in DLB subjects but only if a concomitant 
AD-type pathology is present [104]. Besides, results of this 
study have also shown that such AD-variant of DLB is espe-
cially associated with neurofibrillary tangle density [105]. 
Importantly, compared to pure DLB, these mixed DLB/AD 
patients display a faster progression of cognitive impairment 
and higher rates of global atrophy over time [106]. Mirroring 
such findings, the presence of AD biomarkers in the cer-
ebrospinal fluid (CSF) of DLB subjects, especially reduced 
levels of Aβ-amyloid 1-42, has been associated with greater 
cognitive decline, reaffirming the prognostic significance of 
concomitant AD-type pathology in DLB [107]. CSF alpha-
synuclein levels are decreased in DLB compared with AD 
and controls [108] but, due to overlap across groups, this 
reduction is not diagnostically useful in individual cases. 
CSF alpha-synuclein oligomers are by contrast increased in 
DLB compared with AD and controls [109] and apparently 
with less overlap across groups than with alpha-synuclein, 
but its diagnostic value needs to be further elucidated.

As a perspective, the search for a pathological biomarker 
in the DLB field has so far provided controversial results. 

An interesting approach is to concurrently consider multi-
ple peripheral sites to identify the best biofluids and tissues 
for measuring alpha-synuclein outside of the brain. One 
of the most promising sites appears to be the skin, where 
alpha-synuclein deposits may be found in the peripheral 
nerve fibers of the autonomic nervous system. Using cervi-
cal skin biopsy, Donadio et al. [110] obtained a sensitivity 
and specificity of 100% for phosphorylated alpha-synuclein 
deposits in DLB patients. However, in this study, the AD 
control group was much younger than usual (and signifi-
cantly younger than the DLB group). More numerous and 
representative control samples, especially with AD, are, 
therefore, required to confirm these impressive observations.

Regarding genetic biomarkers, although most DLB cases 
seem to be sporadic, rare autosomal dominant inheritance 
has been reported, including mutations in the α-synuclein 
gene (SNCA). A significant proportion of DLB patients 
carry pathogenic mutations or risk variants in glucocerebro-
sidase (GBA) and Apolipoprotein E (ApoE) genes, suggest-
ing that genetic defects may play a role in pathogenesis and 
prognosis of DLB. Besides confirming these associations, a 
recent study has provided some evidence for a novel locus, 
namely CNTN1, a glycosylphosphotidylinositol—anchored 
neuronal membrane protein that may serve as a cell-adhe-
sion molecule [111]. However, the relatively unclear role 
of genetic variability and genetic defects in the pathogenic 
process limits their application in clinical practice, which 
remains elusive.

Probable and possible DLB criteria: avoiding 
biomarkers replicating clinical feature

If the clinician still has doubts about the diagnosis or needs 
further confirmation of his/her construct after careful clini-
cal and neuropsychological evaluation, the use of available 
biomarkers requires some reasoning based on the peculiar 
features of each of them, their advantages and limitations, 
availability, and costs. Starting from indicative biomarkers, 
mIBG cardiac scintigraphy and DaT-SPECT or DOPA-
PET share similar diagnosis accuracy but actually explore 
different pathophysiological markers, i.e., the impairment 
of noradrenergic cardiac system and of the dopaminergic 
nigrostriatal system, respectively. The mIBG scintigraphy 
cannot be chosen in the presence of severe cardiomyopa-
thy or uncontrolled, long-lasting diabetes, but it may still 
be an option in milder stages of these comorbidities, when 
the interference with mIBG uptake may still be negligible 
[64, 112]. More controversial is the medication effect for 
inhibition of mIBG uptake, but it is likely that a smaller 
number of compounds than formerly believed can do it sig-
nificantly. A sufficient evidence to recommend withholding 
prior to mIBG imaging has in fact been reached for only 
labetalol and tricyclic antidepressants [113]. A substantial 
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part of patients with an impaired mIBG scintigraphy does 
not show symptoms or signs of autonomic failure, meaning 
that the procedure is more sensitive than the corresponding 
clinical symptoms/signs. Taking this reasoning into account, 
mIBG scintigraphy could be redundant if, instead, a patient 
with suspected DLB already presents, in addition to ortho-
static hypotension, clear signs of autonomic failure, such 
as impotence and/or incontinence. In these instances, the 
choice of the indicative biomarker should be directed toward 
the other two. On the other hand, DaT imaging explores a 
function that is correlated with a core clinical feature, i.e., 
parkinsonism. It could be redundant using DaT imaging to 
confirm diagnosis in a patient whose only clinical core fea-
ture is Parkinsonism, or even if the patient has parkinsonism 
plus another clinical core feature [114]. Also, a patient with 
clear neuroleptic sensitivity has a high pre-test probability 
of having an altered DaT imaging, and another indicative 
biomarker might be chosen. In these instances, using another 
indicative biomarker may be recommended. Despite these 
intuitive reasons, there is no approved or shared recommen-
dation on which indicative biomarker to use, according to 
the presence of specific clinical core features of the disease. 
Moreover, there are few studies comparing more biomarkers 
in the same group [64, 115]. As for PSG, it is certainly of 
great utility but its availability is limited to the main clinical 
centers. Also for PSG the same reasoning as for the other 
two main biomarkers can be applied, i.e., it might be less 
useful if the clinical interview and a questionnaire for the 
presence of RBD are already clearly positive, while it can 
be of great utility if RBD does not appear in the clinical his-
tory. In summary, we suggest using an indicative biomarker 
unrelated to the corresponding clinical feature, to overcome 
circularity.

Another consideration is deserved to FDG-PET and EEG. 
Especially for FDG-PET, its clinical use is increasing greatly 
in patients with MCI of undetermined origin. The finding 
in such patients of the peculiar lateral occipital and precu-
neus hypometabolism with relative preservation of meta-
bolic levels in the posterior cingulate may prompt further 
re-evaluation by the clinician and further confirmation with 
an indicative biomarker. In fact, DLB even in its prodromal 
stages has been recently included in the clinical recommen-
dations on when to use FDG-PET [116]. EEG is less used in 
clinical routine for dementia patients but the finding of oscil-
lations in alpha peak frequency as well as the abundance of 
delta waves in patient with MCI or mild dementia should 
prompt further re-evaluation, similarly as for FDG-PET find-
ings. Finally, other non-scientific considerations should be 
taken into account in the choice of biomarkers. First, the 
costs and the local availability. Second, the local expertise in 
performing and reporting the result of these investigations. 
Finally, the availability of robust tools for quantification of 
data which is often the case for DaT imaging and FDG-PET 

but seldom for mIBG cardiac scintigraphy. Moreover, the 
latter is used off-label for this indication in some countries, 
including Italy.

Concluding remarks

Carefully examining criteria included in the fourth consen-
sus report of the DLB Consortium gave us the possibility to 
highlight some considerations about the role of molecular 
imaging in the diagnosis and management of patients with 
DLB.

First, starting from the clinical point of view, the crite-
ria refined by the DLB Consortium describe in detail and 
consider of crucial importance the capability to detect the 
presence of core and supportive clinical features to gener-
ate appropriate categories of probable or possible DLB. 
Nevertheless, it has been clearly shown that the possibility 
of a wrong clinical diagnosis in clinical practice remains a 
concern due to difficulties to detect such clinical features 
especially in the early phase at onset. With this respect, the 
diagnostic evaluation of a potential DLB patient requires 
careful interview which is not limited to the patient, to pick-
up supportive symptoms such as constipation and hyposmia, 
but it should include also the relatives and the partner to 
ascertain insidious core symptoms such as RBD and cog-
nitive fluctuations. Moreover, careful clinical examination 
is mandatory to disclose OH and parkinsonism. According 
to diagnostic criteria for DLB since their first formulation 
dementia is by definition an essential requirement for DLB 
diagnosis, while criteria for prodromal DLB, albeit in prepa-
ration, are not yet available. This means that the diagnosis of 
DLB in pre-dementia stages can currently be hypothesized, 
but not made with the help of a formal support. Furthermore, 
also clinical criteria for detection of patients previously char-
acterized as LB variant of AD remain to be formulated.

Second, DLB Consortium in the fourth Consensus report 
clearly states that clinical diagnosis of DLB in clinical rou-
tine is suboptimal and gives more weight to molecular imag-
ing biomarkers to offer a more objective and consistently 
reliable information. Indeed, current knowledge toward the 
pathological substrates of DLB clearly shows that available 
molecular imaging targets including the DaT uptake in the 
basal ganglia, the NeT uptake in sympathetic myocardial tis-
sue and the cerebral glucose metabolism, can be considered 
reliable and high-value indices for the objective evaluation 
and diagnosis of DLB directly in vivo. Although the defini-
tion of DLB was not divorced from clinical symptoms, the 
attempt to define DLB by biomarkers indicative of patho-
physiological changes together with clinical core features 
represents a profound shift in thinking.

Third, along with DaT, mIBG and FDG imaging tech-
niques, molecular imaging using brain PET with more spe-
cific radiotracers could open a new scenario for an accurate 
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evaluation of biomarkers involved in DLB. Indeed, although 
direct biomarker evidence of LB-related pathology is not yet 
available, there is an increasing evidence that amyloid and tau 
PET may play a role in the diagnosis of DLB. Mirroring the 
findings of pathologic studies which reveal the common con-
comitance of AD plaque changes, PET with amyloid tracers 
is often positive in subjects with DLB. On the other hand, 
in light of pathologic studies showing only occasional pres-
ence of neurofibrillary tangles in the neocortex, a negative 
neocortical uptake should contribute to favor a diagnosis of 
DLB over AD. Conversely, although a positive neocortical 
uptake is not necessarily more in favor of an AD than a DLB 
diagnosis, the cortical tau aggregates was shown to be associ-
ated with severity of cognitive impairment and to be present 
even in those DLB subjects without elevated amyloid levels. 
Thus, according with molecular imaging-pathological model, 
the use of amyloid or tau-imaging procedures could represent 
an additional attempt to define DLB by biomarkers indicative 
of neuropathologic changes.

Fourth, although no approved or shared recommendation 
on which indicative biomarker is to be used with respect to 
patient’s clinical presentation, an indicative biomarker unre-
lated to the corresponding clinical feature should preferentially 
be used to overcome circularity.

Finally, it has been shown that in vivo quantitative assess-
ment of time-activity concentration of functional param-
eters allows to quantify a number of processes (e.g., receptor 
binding, receptor occupancy, rate of glucose utilization, and 
accumulation of pathologic proteins) and to link the resulting 
estimates to clinical parameters (e.g., disease severity, disease 
evolution, response to treatment, and survival). Importantly, 
such resulting estimates have been proven to increase diag-
nostic accuracy of neurodegenerative disease including DLB 
and to play a role for personalized medicine to patient man-
agement. Along with molecular imaging, quantitative analysis 
tools are also important for MRI. Indeed, although diagnostic 
utility of MRI is often thought to lie in its exclusionary role of 
secondary causes of dementia, it is to highlight that quantita-
tive estimate of severity of MTL atrophy and of cerebrovas-
cular disease may serve to differentiate DLB from AD and 
vascular dementia, respectively.
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